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vision
An empowered life beyond disability.

mission
We strive to add value to people’s lives by creating
and delivering a service that matters to them.

values
Inclusive
People are at the centre of everything we do
Flexible		
We are flexible, reliable and committed
Compassionate
We care, so we do things differently
Inspire		
Positive attitude and successful outcomes
are everything
Fun!		
If it’s not fun, don’t come

3
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foreword...
ANDREW MARSHALL, DIRECTOR
Another year passes and, despite the significant
challenges that the Covid-19 Pandemic has
presented nationally and globally, I am proud of the
way our team have all worked responsibly, tirelessly
and professionally to ensure that all sacare facility
residents, our community based clients and all our
staff have remained safe and well.
The recent outbreaks in Victoria and NSW remind us
that the Virus is still around, that we can’t become
complacent and must strictly maintain the hygiene,
social distancing, service delivery and management
practices we have in place for some time to come.
The team have all done a magnificent job to date, and
I, the sacare Board and the Executive Management
Team sincerely thank everyone. I am sure our thanks
for what you have done, and continue to do, are
shared by all our clients.
The past financial year has seen further development
of services at The Gums to include provision of Allied
Health Services, together with a lot of background
work being done on the completion of planning for
the second stage of construction on the site. Subject
to Development Approvals we expect to start
construction work on additional accommodation
space later this year or early next year.
During the latter part of 2019 and the early part of
this year we experienced numbers of staff changes,
particularly at senior management levels, all of which
have resulted in positive structural, administrative,
service delivery and staff morale changes.
Occupancy levels across all our facility and smaller
community-based accommodation settings remain
high and our community-based referrals continue to
grow. Sourcing adequate numbers of suitably
qualified and committed support staff continues to
be an ongoing challenge for us - and the broader
disability sector - but we are always encouraged by
the great staff we have and those who choose to
work and build careers with us.
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The national enquiry into the Disability Sector
continues and, un-surprisingly, is uncovering
incidents of abuse and malpractice by individual
staff and management of other service agencies. The
findings and recommendations of the State enquiry
into the tragic and avoidable death of Anne Marie
Smith were unfortunately predictable and, other than
the requirement ensuring that any person in receipt
of personal support must have more than one carer
allocated to them, the other points raised will have no
positive effect or outcomes unless service providers,
and those charged with overseeing them, actually do
what they are supposed to do – act in the best
interest of the person or people under their care.
As I said in my summary last year, Policies and
Procedures are merely fodder for academic ‘experts’
if, as a ‘hands on’ service provider, your client’s health
and wellbeing is not your primary focus. Someone
should ask the question – “If the NDIS, Federal or
State Health/Disability Agencies can’t adequately
monitor the activities of those ‘Approved’ Service
Providers who directly employ their own staff, who the
hell is watching contractors and the ‘book your carer
on line’ agencies?”
I have decided to step back from any day to day
management responsibilities with sacare to pursue
some other interests. I will maintain my position on the
Board and will continue to be involved in identifying
growth opportunities for the business. I am extremely
confident that the Executive Management Team and
everyone associated with the business, in whatever
capacity, will continue to fulfil the ideals Sue and I
have tried to implement during the 25 years since
establishing sacare.
Thanks for what all of you have done over that time.
Regards
ANDREW MARSHALL
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the board
Our team brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to sacare clients, ensuring those with the
most complex needs receive extraordinary day-to-day care. We have ensured that every one of our
team are experts in their field. Their wide-ranging skills extend from critical care nursing and mental
health support, to occupational therapy, diabetes management, and working with people with
complex and challenging behaviours.

ANDREW MARSHALL
Board Member

SUE MARSHALL
Board Member

PETER MANOS
Board Member

LACHIE MARSHALL
Board Member

MONIKA LENIGER
Chair of the Board

sacare welcomed four key Service Delivery team members:
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Susan Kerrigan: Supported Accommodation Manager Briarholm

“

“

sacare’s strong values are really important to me.
I have to feel aligned to the principles of an
organisation that I am working for, and sacare’s
values resonate with me. There was just something
really different about sacare that I was drawn to.

“
6
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the year
in numbers
51 beds in accommodation
98% are occupied

184

NUMBER OF NEW
STAFF MEMBERS
THAT JOINED SACARE

920 NEW

FOLLOWERS
ON FACEBOOK
& INSTAGRAM
Due to increased productivity during
lockdown, head office employees now
only need to be at the office at least
60% of the working week (and work
from home the remainder).

3,260

60%

337 GYM SESSIONS
INCLUDING YOGA
ON FRIDAYS

Temperatures taken since
the start of Covid 19

22 ANIMALS
15 DOGS, 4 PUPPIES, 1 LIZARD,
2 BIRDS (WILD ONES THAT KEEP
FLYING INTO THE WAREHOUSE)

7
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COVID NEWS UPDATES
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Senior Occupational Therapist Tammie
with resident Jennie at The Gums.

THRIVE
Therapy Services
2020 saw sacare launch THRIVE Therapy Services, a unique service
designed to provide a progressive and holistic approach to allied health for
people with disabilities.
Since the launch of the award-winning THRIVE Program in 2018, sacare has made a considerable
investment to identify areas of improvement for a therapy service that uniquely addresses the needs
of people living with disabilities.
In response to this, we created THRIVE Therapy Services to encompass an all-inclusive approach,
combining allied health services with clinical nursing and social and community participation.
THRIVE’s distinctive multidisciplinary approach has already demonstrated powerful outcomes for
sacare clients, and is now available to all South Australians living with disabilities.
8
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What are THRIVE Therapy Services?
•

Occupational Therapy
To support functional goals

•

Physiotherapy
To support physical needs

•

Clinical Nursing
To support complex healthcare needs

•

Social & Community, Life Goal Program
To help achieve meaningful goals

sacare’s THRIVE team aim to work holistically with
all participants including support coordinators,
families and friends. The collaborative nature of
THRIVE has demonstrated outcomes that create
long-lasting positive impacts for our
participants.
sacare’s THRIVE Therapy Services employs
highly experienced clinicians with backgrounds
in rehabilitation, such as Spinal Cord Injury, Brain
Injury, Stroke, Orthopaedic and Amputee
Rehabilitation, and management of other
complex neurological conditions.
This multi-disciplinary team also has extensive
experience with developmental disorders,
complex behavioural support and creating
tailored programs focused on participant goals.
Working in this collaborative environment
enables the THRIVE Therapists to consult
together on what skills or supports are required
to provide participants with the tools needed for
success.
THRIVE Therapy Services are a recognised NDIS
provider service, delivering expertise,
flexibility and creativity to help people achieve
their goals. THRIVE Therapy Services can be
accessed as a day rehabilitation service at
sacare’s state of the art transitional
rehabilitation property, The Gums in Salisbury,
or tailored in-home consultations.

9

Who can THRIVE help?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brain injury
Spinal Cord Injury (SCI)
Stroke (CVA)
Developmental disorders
Parkinson’s Disease
Huntington’s Disease
Progressive neurological diseases
Dementia, including early onset
Dementia
Muscular Dystrophy
Complex amputations, co-morbidities
Orthopaedic injuries
Participants with complex conditions
requiring feeding tubes, ventilators,
complex seating and pressure care
requirements
ANNUAL REVIEW 2019/20

the gums
The Gums’ team and clients have now experienced their first full
year at this accommodation, and they are all in agreement:
every day is different at The Gums.

10
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The Gums First Year
by Debra Johnstone
Supported Accommodation Manager The Gums
The Gums is an amazing place, it is a facility in
constant flux full of life, living and learning. On
any given day there is always something going
on, from clients in the gym, Support Workers
in the hydrotherapy pool with clients, the vans
booked out with client’s coming and going to
appointments, visiting families, heading to the
cinemas. And challenging themselves with the
endless possibilities of a shift at The Gums.

fortitude and resilience to make this period an
opportunity to find new ways to accomplish
goals and challenge ourselves.

Our residents are constantly being encouraged
to reach their full potential. Our staff assist them
to keep going, to strive for attainment of their
goals. The high vibration of energy around the
Gums when they do so is a celebration for all
involved!

Together we stand united and look forward to
another year at The Gums. May the coming year
be better still!

To the inspiring residents who call The Gums
home, we can’t wait to see what each day brings
and how we can work together to overcome
obstacles and open the door on a brighter
future.

The cultural diversity of The Gums is
astounding! Clients and Staff alike have so much
to offer each other. It is this unique diversity that
makes The Gums a place of enlightened
education. Things constantly change here,
constantly improve and constantly bring chaos.
We are able to find peace in the hurly-burly
because, despite the constant activity, The
Gums is also truly restful, and can be a place of
wonderful tranquility and respite!
Together we have all faced the challenges
that the start of 2020 has thrown at us, namely
COVID-19 and all the subsequent restrictions
and changes this meant we needed to
implement. We all embraced creativity, patience,
11
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the gums brings
tranquility to Jennie
JENNIE, a former flight attendant, was diagnosed
with Multiple Sclerosis, and lived with her
husband and cat (Athena the Magnificent) at
home with support from in-home services for a
number of years. In early 2020 Jenny decided
that The Gums was a positive next step in
managing her condition and took up residence
in March this year.

‘I feel so much better since
being at The Gums. The Gums is
a place for people needing extra
support, and I have a
wonderful apartment here which
I have decorated with the things I
love from my travels.’
‘The Gums has a beautiful garden and everyone
here loves it. And it’s an animal friendly home,
which brings a lot of joy. My favourite canine
visitor is receptionist Kylie’s chocolate Labrador.
Coco is blind but that doesn’t stop her getting
lots of pats and visits in around The Gums.’

12

Jennie is enjoying the treatments and
interactions with the THRIVE team at The Gums,
and is proud of her mobility recovery in her
hands and arms. Support worker Finda started
on the day that Jennie moved into The Gums
so they have discovered the property together
over the last six months.
‘Jennie loves reading, the garden and also
enjoys a rousing game of Uno with other
residents and staff. She’s a real character and
loves to win,’ laughed Finda.
One of the unique things about The Gums is
that the family can bring beloved pets in to visit
residents and Athena the Magnificent is a regular
guest at Jennie’s apartment.
‘Athena loves to lie on my lap and listen to all
the birds in the trees. It’s really restful and I love
being here,’ said Jennie.
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in-home
community care
sacare has a established history of working with clients in the
community, and finding solutions to enable people to live
empowered lives in their own homes.
13
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We are dedicated to enabling
independence for people
living with a disability by
providing unique and flexible
personal support that is
specifically tailored to the
needs of the individual.
Behind the scenes our client service team have
been working hard, undertaking significant
initiatives such as THRIVE Therapy Services,
sacare’s multi-disciplinary service. THRIVE aims
to provide tailored treatment programs,
incorporating allied health, clinical and
registered nursing, and community and social
inclusion goals. This service has been
developed with our community clients at the
forefront of innovation to enable them selfsufficiency and autonomy in their own homes.
Providing the tools to help achieve individual
goals, making sure that a client’s environment
provides the best opportunities for success,
and tailoring programs to achieve these goals
underpins everything we do at sacare.

This year has not been without trials, and
Covid-19 certainly impacted around the world
on all people, but especially those living with
disabilities. sacare stepped up to safeguard
our clients and staff against COVID-19 by being
prepared and remaining vigilant. Our clients
were our immediate priority, as we knew the
changing state and health guidelines would
potentially have enormous impacts on people
with disabilities living independently.
Our team have always worked to the highest
standards, and the restrictions of Covid-19 have
highlighted this. Our wonderful support
workers continued to serve our clients in their
own homes, putting their safety and care first at
all times. And Covid-19 really highlighted how
our team are focussed on the well-being of
each individual client, taking a personalised
interest in ensuring the needs of each person
was met, especially during heightened
restrictions. Whether a client need essential
items, a book or a way to reach loved ones, the
sacare team rallied around our community to
ensure that these well-being needs were met,’
stated Laleh Rej, GM, Service Delivery.
For more information on sacare’s In-Home Care
please contact our intake coordinator
(referrals@sacare.com.au).

Building friendships:
Support Worker Aimee and
community client Dianne.

14

Support Worker Britta always
delivers great energy to
John’s home.
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lucy’s
story
LUCY discovered early in life that Retinitis
Pigmentosa (RP), a hereditary condition, is a
group of rare, genetic disorders that involve a
breakdown and loss of cells in the retina. In 2007
Lucy noticed her eyesight was deteriorating
and realised that, after watching her mother and
cousin suffer from this condition, she too
effected. RP may have impacted her sight, but
definitely not her spirit. Lucy’s enthusiasm for life,
love and laughter is evident within seconds of
meeting her.

of adventures. ‘This is like your entourage’ and
its true – gathering these people around her is
more than just ‘employing a service’ for Lucy –
it’s living her very full, exuberant and passionate
life, on her terms.
I just love the fact that I have Ellen and Jarrad are
here with me, we have so much fun. They support
me at home, and when we’re out they’re helping
me, but they’re also on board with whatever we
get up to – they make it fun and fabulous.

From model, to actress to security guard, this
hilarious, formidable and entertaining woman
knows how to look after herself – and she has
the certificates for karate, taekwondo, kickboxing, aikido and judo to prove it.
But as Lucy’s sight deteriorated she realised she
needed support to help her live her vibrant life
to the fullest, so she called on the services of
sacare to provide in-home help. Lucy has been
using sacare’s in-home services for the past
three years, and loves having close bonds with
her carers.
‘In the beginning we all had to get to know each
other, and now my support workers are like my
family. I call Ellen ‘Ate’ (pronounced ‘Artay’), which
is Filipino for sister, and Jarrad is like my son.’
The day Lucy was interviewed, she was heading
out to have some photographs taken, and we
watched her gather up Hazel (her guide dog),
along with Ellen, Jarrad and the photographer
and bustle them out the door ready for a big day

15
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covid-19
impacts
16
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Chloe delivering Easter
Packges to all accommodaiton.

COVID-19 and the subsequent impacts of this
virus had the potential to impact on our whole
sacare community and we swiftly undertook
plans and actions to ensure our clients, their
families and our inspirational and dedicated staff
were (and continue to be) supported through
this challenging time.

Our Emergency Response Community Support
Team and Emergency Response Committee
were rapidly established to respond to the daily
changes required and implement swift
protocols in order to ensure we were operating
with the highest of standards for our community
as a whole.

sacare has always had a policy of continual
review of our management and service
delivery systems to ensure the safety and welfare
of everyone associated with sacare. COVID-19
highlighted the need for this vigilance and we
remain committed to ensuring our services are
provided with minimal disruption. Our clients,
often immune-compromised, required a
pro-active and immediate response to the
situation that evolved rapidly from January 2020.

The health and well-being of our staff was also
our priority, ensuring our team were managing
the new procedures we had put in place, and
dealing with the impacts of COVID -19
restrictions on their lives, both personal
and professional.

One of the highpoints for many people living
with disabilities is community access and
interaction, and COVID-19 social restrictions had
a significant effect. To combat this, our lifestyle
coordinators continued to provide meaningful
activities and engaging programs.
We also wanted to ensure that our clients were
receiving the contact they need from family
and friends, and implemented numerous ways
to provide ongoing contact whilst adhering to
restrictions.
Our Community Clients faced their own unique
challenges, and we significantly increased our
contact to our home-based clients, ensuring
they had access to essential items, and that their
mental and health service needs were met by
our dedicated staff.
17

In March 2020 the Board introduced paid
pandemic leave to all staff to ensure that our
employees were not financially disadvantaged.
We also launched the ‘sacare Social and
Wellbeing Survey’ designed to measure how our
sacare community is managing with the
challenges of 2020, helping us limit these
impacts.

Together the sacare community has
come together and overcome the
hurdles of this pandemic with grace,
humour and dedication. As this
publication goes to print we are still
operating under the evolving policies
and procedures brought about by
COVID-19, and will continue to do so
to ensure the safety of our community.
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year in review
Emily (left), THRIVE Coordinator supported sacare client Aisha (right),
to achieve her goal to drive!

18
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Alyson (front) manager of Eutopia Rise
with support workers and residents.

FAREWELL CLIFFORD HOUSE

COMMUMITY ACCOMMODATION

Clifford House in Prospect was the first of the
Marshall’s investments in changing the face of
supported living accommodation in South
Australia. After establishing five additional
properties sacare made the decision in 2019
that Clifford House no longer met the needs of
our clients and released this property in order
to undertake further purpose built
accommodation that truly catered to the
requirements of people living with disabilities.
The sale of Clifford House enables sacare to
focus on The Gums Stage 2, a remarkable facility
providing world leading transitional and
rehabilitative accommodation.

November 2019 saw sacare open new
accommodation in Kilburn for five former
Clifford House residents. To ensure this new
property felt like home to the residents we
opened up the naming of the property to the
residents, who voted for the name ‘Eutopia
Rise’. When asked why this name, resident John,
explained:

19

“I chose Eutopia because that’s how I felt at that
time... Perfect! Eutopia I really like Eutopia Rise
because I’m feeling more independent and can
have really good one on one support when I
need it.”
.
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EMPOWERING LIVES WITH
PORT ADELAIDE FOOTBALL CLUB

Last year James Lindsay, General Manager
Commercial at Port Adelaide FC organised a
“meet the team” for one of our Briarholm
residents Dylan, for his 30th birthday. Dylan had
the absolute time of his life. Fast forward a year
later, James reached out to Chloe to ask how
Dylan was going, and was then able to arrange
a couple of boxes at the Port vs Sydney game
for Dylan, several Briarholm residents & support
workers. The club and Adelaide Oval went all out
to ensure everyone had the best views and a
great day!

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE WORLD

sacare were proud sponsors again of the
Sanaa Festival: Creating a Better World Through
Creativity. As part of our sponsorship, we flew
Kenyan artist Victor over to splash his bold and
vibrant art on the streets of Adelaide. “The idea
behind the sacare mural is contentment and joy,
which is what sacare, is all about.” - Victor
The Sanaa Festival held its first regional tour this
year in Port Augusta and Whyalla, and we
sponsored one of our dedicated support
workers Eva, to travel as a representative. Her
story was shared on social media.

HONOURING NEIL SACHSE

sacare has had a long association with Neil
Sachse and the Neil Sachse Centre (NSC). In
February 2020 sacare was proud to donate the
Houseboat Imagination as a major auction item
again this year’s NSC Ladies Lunch, raising more
than $4,000 for spinal cord injury research.
Sadly Neil passed away in August 2020. He will
be missed by all at sacare, but his drive to find a
cure for spinal cord injury will live on through the
work undertaken by the NSC team and sacare
are commited to continue to support their
research.

20
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READY SET CONNECT

sacare had the honour to host and sponsor
the ‘Ready Set Connect’ event for One
Community in March. The event was a unique
networking session allowing individuals, families
and businesses in the disability industry to come
together. We had over 100 people attend and
26 disbaility providers. We look forward to
utilising our warehouse space to host future
events.

HOUSEBOAT GIVEAWAYS

During lockdown, we ran a competition for staff
and clients to win a week’s holiday on our 5
bedroom houseboat Imagination. We asked our
community to send in nominations of who they
thought deserved to win, and we were
overwhelmed with the number of nominations we
received. Support worker Cheryl nominated
client Chloe, “Chloe has overcome so much in
the last few years and since working with her, I
am so proud of how far she has come. She has
not only worked hard on her personal growth,
she is an amazing mum too and would love a
holiday with her kids. She is someone I look up
to that’s for sure!”

END OF YEAR PARTY

On Friday, the 15th of November we invited all of
our clients and staff to celebrate 2019 with us.
Our ‘End of Year Celebration’ was our biggest
and best party EVER. We booked out the
Lindsay Head Terrace at Adelaide Oval and
brought our famous sacare sparkle! The theme
was ‘Shiny and Bright’ and everyone turned it on
to celebrate the wonderful year sacare had.
We look forward to getting together again
in December 2020 at the Adelaide Oval,
COVID-19 permitting!

21
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sandy’s
story
In 2015 SANDY had been experiencing some
difficulty with vision, and diagnosis brought the
challenging news that Sandy’s condition was
Posterior Cortical Atrophy (PCA). PCA is a rare
form of dementia where the eyes and brain don’t
communicate together.
In 2020 they decided that in-home care
services could help them. This was their first
experience of community care, and when asked
how she found having sacare’s in-home support
service, Julie spoke with candour:
‘This is our first experience with having carers
in our home, and it takes some getting used to
initially. It’s our home, our space, and for so long
it had been just Sandy and I, so having someone
else in your home can be challenging at first. We
now have a team of regular support workers, and
initially I had to overcome my need to treat them
as visitors. They are here to help, and to remove
some of the burden I’ve been carrying. It can
be a monumental shift in thinking to accept that
help,’ she said.

22

‘Our team’s integration in to the pattern and needs
of our home has been fantastic and worked really
well. Having our support workers on hand to
provide physical assistance with Sandy, having
that additional support has been a godsend.
I was juggling meeting Sandy’s needs versus
meeting household needs, and our carers allow
my time to be focussed on Sandy in a more
positive and engaged way.’
Julie and Sandy have found the sacare team able
to quickly adapt to their routine, embracing Julie’s
tips on how best to work with Sandy and making
the transition fluidly.
‘We’ve had a great experience with sacare. For us
to be able to find the right fit for Sandy was very
important, and the staff are always
approachable and very willing to listen. I feel like
we are well informed and really involved in the
decision making of Sandy’s care, and our opinion
is always heard and valued.
For me, sacare has been very accommodating in
tailoring a care program to meet Sandy’s needs.’

The service coordination team go above and
beyond to find and deliver the best care to
our clients in the community.
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sacare social
23
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team sacare

Our Service Delivery team has significantly
increased, with the introduction of our Allied
Health professionals and clinical nurse
educators. sacare’s team of experienced
Clinical Nurses bring together a diverse
group of clinicians dedicated to providing
excellence in nursing, training, and
education services across the organisation.
There is a huge range of expertise across
these staff including chronic disease
management, nursing assessment and care
plan development, ICU/ED nursing and
community nursing.
Our goal is to ensure we build a team of
highly trained staff to better engage and
support sacare’s clients to lead fulfilled lives
by ensuring their needs are well met.
We also established a great partnership with
LeadersHP, and group coaching programs

24

were held at head office with a number of our
support workers and managers attending to
increase self-awareness, presence, resilience
and the capabilities to lead high performing
teams in today’s complex world.
COVID-19 posed a number of challenges for
all members of our team and we addressed
these directly and rapidly. The wellbeing of
all members of our community was
paramount and this included our team. We
implemented fitness and yoga sessions for
our team, new working-from-home
guidelines for our office-based staff, and
instigated even more stringent health and
care parameters for our staff.
We also missed seeing our fabulous team
so we created the Quarterly Connect to
get as many of our people together as
possible (within guidelines) and give people
the chance to re-connect. We also came up
with social media challenges and games and
created the “ISO Survival Kit’ prizes for our
most innovative winners.
Our team continues to respond to the sacare
community’s needs and priorities, and we do
it all with a smile!
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v

sacare’s greatest asset is our outstanding
team of people working together to improve
the lives of people with disabilities.
In 2020 we now have more than 500 staff in
our team of support workers, working both
in our supported living accommodation and
our home-services.

SAMANTHA
SERVICE COORDINATOR

ROBERT
SUPPORT WORKER

Samantha Keros started at sacare
in early 2020 as a Service
Coordinator for sacare’s
community clients.

Robert is a valued and
respected member of the sacare
Magill Family. After supporting his
three children Robert started to
review his work options and found
that he wasn’t finding the roles he
was in the rewarding or satisfying,
so he made a career change a
priority and commenced a
Certificate 3 in Disability Support.

‘I knew from the moment I walked
in to the interview on a Monday
morning and was surrounded by
such a happy, bubbly team that
this was the place for me. I mean,
no one loves going to work on a
Monday, but these guys sure did
– they were also welcoming and
upbeat and I knew I wanted to be
a part of this amazing
workplace.’
‘The role itself is so fulfilling. I love
that every day I am working with
our wonderful community clients
and building a relationship with
them that really lets me understand
their needs. One of the most
rewarding parts of my job is
pairing the right support worker
with a client, and knowing that they
will enjoy a genuine rapport with
each other.’
Samantha’s ability to go above
and beyond for her clients is
recognised through the sacare
community and in September
2020 Samantha was recognised
by her peers and clients, winning
the sacare’s Employee of the
Month award.
‘I feel like the support I have
around me lets me do the best
possible job for my clients and it’s
just really lovely to come to work
every day.’
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During his training he undertook
two placements and one of these
was with sacare. On completing
his qualifications Robert joined the
sacare Team.
‘The favourite part of my days is
seeing my clients smile and laugh.
I love to come to work and lift
people spirts. I enjoy being able
to help my clients maintain their
independence and achieve their
own goals, be they big or small.’
‘It’s a reward in itself, just to be
able to assist those clients I am
lucky enough to work with but
there are plenty of rewarding parts
to this job. When you see your
clients excited and proud of their
achievements it is really
empowering not only for the client
but also for me knowing I am
making a difference in
somebody’s life.’
Robert respects our clients’
right of choice, whilst preserving
individual identity, and nothing is
too much trouble. He is a valuable
and valued member of the sacare
Support Worker Team.

HOA
CLINICAL NURSE EDUCATOR
Hoa joined the sacare Clinical
Services team in July to offer his
expertise to our client service
team and support workers.
Hoa has experience in Acute and
Critical Care Nursing including ICU
and ED Nursing and has provided
Training and Education at all three
Universities throughout South
Australia.
Currently, Hoa is running various
hands-on sessions for all
support workers at sacare
including medication delivery,
diabetes management, seizure
management and more.
‘My goal is to upskill our support
workers so that we are kept
up to date with the latest in
evidence-based healthcare.
This will result in delivering
outstanding care to existing
and upcoming clients.’

sacare’s team of experienced
Registered Nurses bring
together a diverse group of
clinicians dedicated to providing
excellence in nursing, training and
education services across the
organisation.
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Thank you to everyone, including our cherished
four-legged friends, who helped us get through
these last 12 months successfully.

Phone: 		
Email:
Website:
Head office:
		

1300 145 636
admin@sacare.com.au
www.sacare.com.au
586 Regency Road
Broadview SA 5083

Connect with us on Social Media for the most recent updates

